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Abstract: Signcryption is a cryptographic primitive which offers authentication and confidentiality simultaneously with
a cost lower than signing and encrypting the message independently. Ring signcryption enables a user to
anonymously signcrypt a message on behalf of a set of users including himself. Thus a ring signcrypted
message has anonymity in addition to authentication and confidentiality. Ring signcryption schemes have no
centralized coordination: any user can choose a ring of users, that includes himself and signcrypt any message
without any assistance from the other group members. Ring Signcryption is useful for leaking trustworthy
secrets in an anonymous, authenticated and confidential way.
To the best of our knowledge, ten identity based ring signcryption schemes are reported in the literature.
Three of them were proved to be insecure in (Li et al., 2008a), (Zhang et al., 2009a) and (Vivek et al., 2009).
Four of them were proved to be insecure in (Selvi et al., 2009). In this paper, we show that one among the
remaining three schemes, (Zhang et al., 2009b) is not secure against confidentiality, existential unforgeability
and anonymity attacks. We propose a new anonymous ring signcryption scheme which is an extension to
(Selvi et al., 2009) and give formal security proofs for our system in the random oracle model. Our scheme is
publicly verifiable which none of the existing unbroken schemes can achieve.

1 INTRODUCTION

Let us consider a scenario, where a member of the
cabinet wants to leak a very important and juicy in-
formation, regarding the president of the nation to the
press. He has to leak the secret in an anonymous way,
else he will be black spotted in the cabinet. The press
will not accept the information unless it is authenti-
cated by one of the members of the cabinet. Here,
if the information is so sensitive and should not be
leaked until the authorities in the press receives it,
we should have confidential transmission of informa-
tion. Thus, we require anonymity to safeguard the
cabinet member who sends the information, authen-
tication for the authorities in the press to believe the
information and confidentiality until the information
reaches the hands of the right person in the press. All
the three properties are together achieved by a single
primitive called “Ring Signcryption”. The first iden-
tity based ring signcryption scheme was proposed by
Huang et al.(Huang et al., 2005). Subsequently, sev-
eral schemes appeared in the literature((Zhang et al.,
2008), (Li et al., 2008b), (Li et al., 2008a), (Yu et al.,

2008), (Zhu et al., 2008), (Zhun and Zhang, 2008),
(Huang et al., 2005), (Selvi et al., 2009), (Zhang
et al., 2009a) and (Zhang et al., 2009b)). However,
the weaknesses of (Zhang et al., 2008), (Li et al.,
2008b), (Zhang et al., 2009a) were shown in (Li et al.,
2008a), (Vivek et al., 2009) and (Zhang et al., 2009b)
respectively. The insecurities of the schemes (Li et al.,
2008a), (Yu et al., 2008), (Zhu et al., 2008) and (Zhun
and Zhang, 2008) were shown in (Selvi et al., 2009).
In this paper, we show that (Zhang et al., 2009b)
is insecure against confidentiality, unforgeability and
anonymity attacks.

Typically, signcryptionσ is generated by a sender
to a specific receiver and only the receiver can ver-
ify the validity of σ and recover the message from
σ. However, in some practical scenarios, verification
may have to be carried out by an entity other than the
receiver but the verifier should not obtain the mes-
sage. We call this property as public verifiability. For
instance, firewalls are one of the most useful and ver-
satile tools available for securing a LAN and other
applications such as constructing secure private vir-
tual networks. They are typically operated as a fil-
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tering gateway at the LAN-WAN interface, usually a
router. A signcryption scheme used in a LAN should
satisfy the public verifiability property. This requires
that any third party should be able to verify the origin
of the signcryption without knowledge of the message
and without getting any additional information from
the intended recipient. Even, in the scenario men-
tioned above, a press authority may receive several
ring signed messages and it is only appropriate that
the filtering gateway is equipped with public verify-
ing capabilities of the ring signcryptions.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Bilinear Pairing

Let G1 be an additive cyclic group generated byP,
with prime orderq, andG2 be a multiplicative cyclic
group of the same orderq. A bilinear pairing is a map
ê : G1×G1 →G2 with the following properties.

• Bilinearity. For all P,Q,R∈R G1 anda,b∈R Z∗
q

– ê(P+Q,R) = ê(P,R)ê(Q,R)
– ê(P,Q+R) = ê(P,Q)ê(P,R)
– ê(aP,bQ) = ê(P,Q)ab

• Non-degeneracy.There existP,Q∈G1 such that
ê(P,Q) 6= IG2, whereIG2 is the identity element of
G2.

• Computability. There exists an efficient algo-
rithm to compute ˆe(P,Q) for all P,Q∈G1.

2.2 Computational Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Problem (CBDHP)

Given(P,aP,bP,cP) ∈ G4
1, for unknowna,b,c∈ Z∗

q ,
the CBDH problem inG1 is to compute ˆe(P,P)abc∈
G2.

The advantage of any probabilistic polynomial
time algorithmA in solving the CBDH problem in
G1 is defined as

AdvCBDH
A

= Pr
[

A (P,aP,bP,cP) = ê(P,P)abc|a,b,c∈ Z
∗
q

]

The CBDH Assumptionis that, for any proba-
bilistic polynomial time algorithmA , the advantage
AdvCBDH
A

is negligibly small.

2.3 Computation Diffie-Hellman
Problem (CDHP)

Given (P,aP,bP) ∈ G3
1, for unknowna,b ∈ Z∗

q, the
CDH problem inG1 is to computeabP.

The advantage of any probabilistic polynomial time
algorithmA in solving the CDH problem inG1 is de-
fined as

AdvCDH
A

= Pr
[

A (P,aP,bP) = abP| a,b∈ Z
∗
q

]

The CDH Assumptionis that, for any probabilistic
polynomial time algorithmA , the advantageAdvCDH

A

is negligibly small.

3 IDENTITY BASED RING
SIGNCRYPTION

3.1 Framework

A generic identity based ring signcryption scheme
consists of the following four algorithms.

Setup(κ). Given a security parameterκ, the private
key generator (PKG) generates the systems public
parametersparamsand the corresponding master
private keymskthat is kept secret by PKG.

Extract( ID i). Given a user identityID i by userU i ,
the PKG computes the corresponding private key
Di and sendsDi to ID i through a secure channel.

Signcrypt(m,L , IDS, DS, IDR). This algorithm
takes a messagem∈ M , an ad-hoc group of ring
membersL = {U 1,U 2, ...U n} with identities
{ID1 , . . . , IDn}, the sender identityIDS, the
sender private keyDS and the receiver identity
IDR as input and outputs the ring signcryption
C. This algorithm is executed by the sender with
identity IDS ∈ L . IDR may or may not be inL .

Unsigncrypt(C,L , IDR, DR). This algorithm takes
the ring signcryptionC, the ring membersL =
{U 1,U 2, ...U n} and the private keyDR of the re-
ceiverUR with identityIDR as input and produces
the plaintextm, if C is a valid ring signcryption of
m from the ringL to IDR or “Invalid”, if C is an
invalid ring signcryption.

3.2 Security Notion

The formal security definition of signcryption was
given by Baek et al.(Baek et al., 2002). The security
of ID-based signcryption scheme was first defined
by Malone-Lee (Malone-lee, 2002) that satisfies in-
distinguishability against adaptive chosen ciphertext
attacks and unforgeability against adaptive chosen
message attacks.

Definition 1 (Confidentiality). An identity based
ring signcryption (IRSC) is indistinguishable against
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adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-IRSC-
CCA2) if there exists no polynomially bounded adver-
sary having non-negligible advantage in the following
game:

1. Setup Phase.The challengerC runs theSetup
algorithm with the security parameterκ as input
and sends the system parametersparams to the
adversaryA and keeps the master private keymsk
secret.

2. Phase-I. A performs polynomially bounded num-
ber of queries to the oracles provided toA by C .
The description of the queries in the phase-I are
listed below:

Key Extraction Query.A produces an identity
ID i corresponding toU i and receives the pri-
vate key Di corresponding to IDi .

Signcryption Query(m,L , IDS, IDR). A pro-
duces a messagem, a sender groupL =
{U i}(i=1 to n), a sender identity IDS and a
receiver identity IDR to the challengerC . Then
C signcryptsm from IDS to IDR with DS and
sends the result toA .

Unsigncryption Query(C,L , IDR). A produces
the sender groupL = {U i,(i=1 to n), a receiver
identity IDR, and a ring signcryption C.C gen-
erates the private key DR by querying theKey
Extraction oracle. C unsigncrypts C using DR
and returnsm if C is a valid ring signcryption
fromL to IDR, else outputs “Invalid”.

A queries the various oracles adaptively, i.e. the
current oracle requests may depend on the re-
sponse to the previous oracle queries.

3. Challenge. A chooses two plaintexts{m0,
m1} ∈ M of equal length, a set ofn usersL ∗=
{U i

∗}(i=1 to n) and a receiver identity IDR∗ and
sends them toC . A should not have queried the
private key corresponding to IDR∗ in the Phase-I.
C now chooses a bitδ ∈R{0, 1} and computes the
challenge ring signcryption C∗ of mδ and sends
C∗ to A .

4. Phase-II. A performs polynomially bounded
number of requests just like the Phase-1, with the
restrictions thatA cannot makeKey Extraction
query on IDR∗ and should not query for unsign-
cryption query on C∗. It should be noted that IDR∗

can be included as a ring member inL ∗, but A
cannot query the private key of IDR∗ .

5. Guess. Finally, A produces a bitδ′ and wins the
game ifδ′ = δ. The success probability is defined
by:

SuccA IND−IRSC−CCA2 (κ) =
1
2

+ ε.

Here,ε is called the advantage for the adversary
in the above game.

Remark. The security model described here deals
with insider security, since the adversary is as-
sumed to have access to the private key of a user
who belong to to ringU ∗ chosen for Challenge phase.

Definition 2 (Unforgeability). An identity based
ring signcryption scheme (IRSC) is said to be exis-
tentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen mes-
sage attack (EUF-IRSC-CMA), if no polynomially
bounded adversary has non-negligible advantage in
the following game:

1. Setup Phase.The challengerC runs theSetupal-
gorithm with the security parameterκ to generate
the system parametersparamsand the master se-
cret key msk.C gives params to the adversaryA
and keepsmsksecret.

2. Training Phase. A performs polynomially
bounded number of queries as described in
Phase-I ofDefinition 1.

3. Existential Forgery. Finally, A produces a new
triple (U ∗, ID∗

R
, C∗) (i.e. this triple that was not

produced as output by the signcryption oracle),
where the private keys of the users in the ringL ∗

were not queried during thetraining phase. A
wins the game if the result of the Unsigncryption
(L ∗, ID∗

R
, C∗) is not “Invalid” in other words, C∗

is a valid signcryption of some message m∈ M .
It should be noted that ID∗

R
can also be member

of the ringL and in that case, the private key of
ID∗

R
should not be queried byA . However, if ID∗

R

/∈ L ∗, A may query the private key of ID∗
R

.

Remark. The security model described here deals
with insider security since the adversary is assumed
to have access to the private key of the receiver
of a signcryption used for generation ofC∗. This
means that the unforgeability is preserved even if a
receiver′s private key is compromised.

Definition 3 (Anonymity). An ID-based ring sign-
cryption scheme is unconditionally anonymous if for
any group of n members(n≥ 3) with identitiesL =
ID i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), any message m and Ciphertext C,
any adversary cannot identify the actual signcrypter
with probability better than a random guess.
That is,A outputs the identity of actual signcrypter
with probability 1/n if he is not the member ofL ,
and with probability 1/(n - 1) if he is the member ofL .

Definition 4 (Public Verifiability). An ID-based ring
signcryption scheme is publicly verifiable if given a
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ciphertext C, ringL , and receiverR, anyone can ver-
ify that C is a valid signcryption by some member of
the ringL to the specified receiverR, without know-
ing the receiver′s private key.

4 ATTACK ON SIGNCRYPTION
SCHEME BY ZHANG ET AL.
(Zhang et al., 2009b)

In this section, we review the scheme in (Zhang
et al., 2009b) and demonstrate various attacks on the
scheme. We propose attacks on confidentiality, un-
forgeability and anonymity of (Zhang et al., 2009b).

4.1 Overview of the Scheme in (Zhang
et al., 2009b)

Here, we review the ring signcryption scheme pro-
posed in (Zhang et al., 2009b), which was proposed
as an improvement to the scheme in (Zhang et al.,
2009a). They claim that the scheme remedies the
weaknesses of J.H Zhang et al.’s scheme (Zhang et al.,
2009a) and it satisfies the semantic security, unforge-
ability, sender identity′s ambiguity, and public au-
thenticity. The scheme (Zhang et al., 2009b) consists
of the following algorithms.

1. Setup. Given a security parameterκ, the PKG
chooses groupsG1 andG2 of prime orderq >
2k (with G1-additive group andG2-multiplicative
group), bilinear map ˆe : G1 × G1 → G2, a gen-
eratorP of G1. PKG randomly picks the master
key s ∈ Z∗

q and computesPpub = sP. Next, PKG
chooses three cryptographic hash functions:H1 :
{0, 1}∗ → G1, H2 : G2 → {0, 1} n1, H3 : {0, 1}l

× G1 → Z∗
q, wheren1 andl are the sizes of plain-

text and ciphertext respectively. The PKG keeps
the master private keys secret and publishes the
system parametersparams= 〈G1, G2, ê, P, Ppub,
H1, H2, H3〉.

2. Key Extract. Given an identityID i, PKG com-
putes user public keyQi = H1(ID i) and corre-
sponding private keyDi = sQi .

3. AnonymousSigncrypt.LetL = {U i}(i=1,...,n) be a
set ofn users including the actual signcrypterIDS.
To signcrypt a messagem on behalf of the group
L to receiverIDR, IDS performs the following:

(a) For i = 1,...,n(i 6= S), randomly picksxi ∈ Z∗
q

and computesRi = xiP.
(b) For the actual senderS, randomly picksxS ∈ Z∗

q

and computesω = e(Ppub,
n
∑

i=1
xiQR), and sets

c = H2(ω) ⊕ m.

(c) ComputesRS = xSQS -
n
∑

i=1,i6=S

(H3(c, Ri)Qi +

Ri) andU =
n
∑

i=1
xiP.

(d) ComputesS= (xS + H3(c, RS))DS.
(e) Finally, outputs the ciphertextC = 〈c, S, U, R1

, ...,Rn〉.

4. UnSigncrypt. Upon receiving the ciphertextC =
(c, S, U, R1,...,Rn), the receiver UR with identity
IDR uses his private keyDR to recover and verify
the message as follows:

(a) Checks whether ˆe(S, P)
?
= ê(Ppub,

n
∑

i=1
(Ri +

H3(c, Ri)Qi)). If the test passes, computes
ω′ = e(U, DB), then recovers plaintextm = c ⊕
H2(ω′); otherwise outputs “Invalid”.

Attack on Confidentiality of the Scheme. During
the Challenge phase, let{m0,m1} be the messages
chosen by the adversaryA and sent to the challenger
C . Assume thatC choosesδ ∈R {0,1} and computes
challenge ring signcryption onmδ asC∗ = (c∗, S∗, U∗,
R1

∗, ...,Rn
∗) for the receiverID∗

R
and sendsC∗ to A .

Now A can find the message used for generatingC∗

by generating a newC
′
derived fromC∗ but with a dif-

ferent sender group.A performs the following steps
to find if C∗ is a signcryption ofm0 or m1, during the
second phase of oracle queries.

1. A forms a new groupL ′ = {U ′
1 , . . . , U ′

η}
with η members who are totally different from the
users inL ∗ present in the challenge ring signcryp-
tion. The private keyD′

E of userU ′
E, is known

to A , whereU ′
E ∈ L ′.

2. Fori = 1, ...,η(i 6= E), A randomly picksx′i ∈ Zq
∗

and computesR′
i = x′iP.

3. For i = E, A randomly picksx′
E
∈ Zq

∗, computes

R′
E = x′

E
Q′
E

-
η
∑

i=1,i6=E

(H3(c∗,R′
i)Q′

i + R′
i).

4. A computesS′ = (x′
E

+ H3(c∗, R′
E))D′

E.

5. A constructs a ring signcryptionC
′

=
(c∗,S′,U∗,R′

1,...,R′
η) generated byU ′

E using
the ringL ′ to the receiverID∗

R
.

6. During the second phase of training,A requests
the unsigncryption ofC

′
to C . Now C computes

ω′ = e(U∗, D∗
R

), then recovers plaintextmδ = c∗

⊕ H2(ω′). Note thatc∗ andU∗ components ofC∗

are not altered inC
′
.

7. C responds with M = mδ as the output toA .

8. A now obtains M and thus correctly identifies the
message in the challenge ring signcryptionC∗.
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The newC
′
will pass the validation test as a valid sign-

cryption of mδ from ringL ′ to the same receiverID∗
R

.
This can be shown by

RHS= ê(Ppub,
n
∑

i=1
(R′

i +H3(c∗,R′
i)Q

′
i))

= ê(sP,
n
∑

i=1,i6=E

(R′
i +H3(c∗,R′

i)Q
′
i)+R′

E
+

H3(c∗,R′
E
)Q′

E
)

= ê(sP,(x′
E
Q′
E
+H3(c∗,R′

E
)Q′

E
)

= ê(P,S′)
= LHS

This clearly shows thatS′ will pass the verification
test during unsigncryption.

Attack on unforgeability of the scheme. The
scheme in (Zhang et al., 2009b) is not secure against
forgeability attacks. The forgerF aims to generate
the signcryption of the messagem by IDS using the
ring L = {ID1, ID2,..., IDS, ...IDn } to a receiver IDR.
The details of the attack are as follows.

1. During the training phase,F queries the H1 oracle
for the identities IDB, IDR and{ID1, ID2,...IDn}
andF does not executeKeyExtract queries on
the above identities.

2. F gives a signcryption query on a messagem
from the sender IDS to the receiver IDB.

3. If the signcryption oracle returnsσ as the result
of the previous query,F can submitσ as a valid
signcryption from IDS to IDR.

This attack is possible due to the lack of binding
between the signature part of the signcryption and the
receiver.

Attack on Anonymity of the Scheme.We show that
the scheme in (Zhang et al., 2009b) does not provide
anonymity. Any passive observer including the re-
ceiver, who is in possession of a ring signcryption can
correctly identify the sender of the ring signcryption.
This can be demonstrated as follows.
Let C = 〈c, S, U, R1 , ..., Rn〉 be the ring signcryp-
tion on some messagem from the ringL = {ID1,
ID2,...IDn} to IDR and let IDS ∈ L be the actual
sender. On receiving the ring signcryptionC, anyone
can do the following operations to identify the actual
sender IDS ∈ L .

1. ComputeR =
n
∑

i=1
(Ri + (hiQi)), where hi =

H3(c,Ri)

2. Forj = 1 to n, computeM j = R - hjQ j

M j =

{

xSQS; if j = S;
xSQS+hSQS−h jQ j ; if j 6= S;

.

3. Forj = 1 to n, computeNj =
n
∑

i=1,i6= j
Ri

Nj =















n
∑

i=1,i6= j
xiP; if j = S;

xSQS− x jP−
n
∑

j=1, j 6=S

h jQ j ; if j 6= S;

4. For j = 1 to n, computeX j = ê(Mj , P) and Yj =
ê(Nj , Qj ).

5. Forj = 1 to n, computeZ j = X jYj .

Z j =







ê(U,QS); if j = S;
ê(QS,P)xS+hS ê(Q j ,P)−(x j+hj )

ê(Q j ,QS)
xS ∏i6=S ê(Qi ,Q j)

−hi ; if j 6= S;

Using the steps 1 to 5, the senderU ∈ L can be iden-
tified.

5 IDENTITY BASED RING
SIGNCRYPTION SCHEME
WITH PUBLIC VERIFIABILITY

In this section, we present a new identity based ring
signcryption scheme incorporating public verifiability
property. The scheme consists of the following algo-
rithms.

1. Setup(κ). This algorithm is executed by the PKG
to setup the system by taking the security param-
eterκ as input.

(a) SelectsG1 an additive cyclic group andG2
a multiplicative cyclic group, both with same
prime orderq > 2κ and a random generatorP
∈ G1.

(b) Selectss∈R Zq
∗ as the master private key and

setsPpub= sPas the master public key.
(c) Selects a CPA-secure symmetric key encryp-

tion system(E,D).
(d) Picks a bilinear map ˆe : G1 × G1 → G2.
(e) Selects five cryptographic hash functions

i. H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1

ii. H2 : G2 → {0, 1}∗

iii. H3 : {0, 1}|M | ×G1 ×G1 × G1 × {0, 1}∗ →
Zq

∗

iv. H4 : G1 × G2 × {0, 1}|M | → {0, 1}|M |

v. H5 : {0, 1}|M | × G1 × G1 × {0, 1}∗ → G1

(f) The public parameters of the scheme are set to
be params= 〈G1, G2, ê, P, Ppub, H1, H2, H3,
H4, H5, q 〉.

2. Keygen(ID i). This algorithm takesID i , the iden-
tity of a userU i as input. ThePKGwho executes
this algorithm computes the private key and pub-
lic key for the user with identityID i as follows:
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(a) The public key is computed asQi = H1(ID i).
(b) The corresponding private key,Di = sQi .
(c) PKG sendsDi to userU i via a secure channel.

3. Signcrypt(m, L , IDS, DS, IDR). Let L = {U i}(i
= 1, 2,...,n) be a set ofn users including the actual
signcrypterIDS. To signcrypt a messagemon be-
half of the groupL to receiverIDR, IDS executes
as follows:

(a) Picks a randomx ∈ Zq
∗ and computesU = xP.

(b) Computesω = ê(xPpub, QR), k= H2(ω) and sets
σ1 = Ek(m).

(c) For i = 1 to n, i 6= S

• ChoosesRi ∈R G1

• Computeshi = H3(σ1, Ri , U , QR, L ).
(d) For i =S

• ChoosesxS ∈R Zq
∗

• ComputesRS = xSQS -
n
∑

i=1,i6=S

(Ri + hiQi)

• ComputeshS = H3(σ1, RS, U , QR, L ).

(e) ComputesR=
n
∑

i=1
Ri , σ2 = H4(R, ω, m), S1 = (xS

+ hS)DS, andS2 = xH5(σ1, R, QR, L ).
(f) Finally the sender outputs the ciphertext asC =

〈σ1, σ2, S1, S2, U , R1, ...,Rn〉 to the receiver.

4. Unsigncrypt(C = 〈 σ1, σ2, S1, S2,U , R1,...,Rn〉, L ,
IDR, DR). Upon receiving the ciphertextC, IDR

uses his private keyDR to recover the message
and verify the signcryption as follows.

• ω′ = ê(U , DR), k′ = H2(ω′), m′ = Dk′ (σ1).

• Checkσ2
?
= H4(R, ω′,m′)

5. Public-verifiability (C = 〈 σ1, σ2, S1, S2, U ,
R1,...,Rn〉, L ). Upon receiving the ciphertextC,
the receiver or any third-party can verify the sign-
cryption for sender authenticity as follows:

• For i = 1 to n ,hi = H3(σ1, Ri , U , QR, L )
• H = H5(σ1, R, QR, L )

• ê(S1, P)
?
= ê(Ppub,

n
∑

i=1
(Ri+hiQi))

• ê(S2, P)
?
= ê(U,H)

• If the above validity checks fail, outputs “In-
valid” ;

6 CORRECTNESS AND
SECURITY ANALYSIS

6.1 Correctness

If the ciphertextC is generated in the way described
as above algorithm, it has

ω′ = ê(U , DR)
= ê(xP,sQR)
= ê(xPpub,QR)
= ω.

Furthermore,

ê(Ppub,
n
∑

i=1
(Ri +hiQi))

= ê(sP,
n
∑

i=1,i6=S

(Ri +hiQi)+RS+hSQS)

= ê(sP,(xS+hS)QS)
= ê(P,S1).

6.2 Security Analysis

Theorem 1 (Confidentiality).If an IND-IBRSC-
CCA2 adversaryA has an advantageε against
IBRSC scheme, asking qHi (i = 1,2,3,4,5) hash
queries to random oraclesO Hi (i = 1,2,3,4,5), qe
extract queries (qe = qe1 + qe2 , where qe1 and qe2
are the number of extract queries in the first phase
and second phase respectively), qsc signcryption
queries and qus unsigncryption queries, then there
exist an algorithmC that solves the CBDH problem

with advantageε(
1

qH1qH2

).

Proof. The challengerC is challenged with an in-
stance(P, aP, bP, cP)of the CBDHP. Assume
that there is an adversaryA capable of breaking
the IND − IBRSC−CCA2 security of IBRSCwith
non-negligible advantage.C makes use ofA to
solve theCBDHP instance.C simulates the system
with the various oraclesO H1, O H2, O H3, O H4, O H5,
O Signcryption , OUnsigncryption and allowsA to make
polynomially bounded number of queries, adaptively
to these oracles. The game betweenC and A is
demonstrated below:
Setup Phase.C simulates the system by setting up
the system parameters in the following way.

• C chooses the groupsG1 andG2 and the generator
P ∈ G1 as given inCBDHP instance.

• Sets the master public keyPpub = aP, hereC does
not knowa. C is using theaP value given in the
instance of theCBDHP.

• Models the five hash functions as random oracles
O H1, O H2 ,O H3, O H4 andO H5.

• Selects a bilinear pairing ˆe : G1 × G1 → G2.

• DeliversG1, G2, ê, P, Ppub to A .

Phase I . To handle the oracle queries,C maintains
five lists Li , (i = 1,2,3,4,5) which keeps track of
the responses given byC to the corresponding oracle
(O H1, O H2, O H3, O H4, O H5) queries. A adaptively
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queries the various oracles in the first phase, which
are handled byC as given below:

O H1 Oracle Query. Assume thatA queries the
O H1 oracle with distinct identities in each query.
There is no loss of generality due to this assumption,
because, if the same identity is repeated, the oracle
consults the listL1 and gives the same response.
Thus, we assume thatA asksqH1 distinct queries for
qH1 distinct identities. Among thisqH1 identities, a
random identity has to be selected as target identity
and it is done as follows.
C selects a random indexγ, where 1≤ γ ≤ qH1.

C does not revealγ to A . WhenA asks theγth query
on IDγ, C decides to fixIDγ as target identity for the
challenge phase.C responds toA as follows:

• If it is the γth query, thenC setsQγ = bP, returns
Qγ as the response to the query and stores
〈IDγ, Qγ, ∗〉 in the listL1. Here,C does not know
b. C is simply using the valuebP given in the
instance of theCBDHP.

• For all other queries,C choosesxi ∈R Zq
∗ and sets

Qi = xiP and stores〈 ID i , Qi , xi〉 in the listL1 .

C returnsQi to A .

O H2 Oracle Query. WhenA makes a query to this
oracle withω as input,C retrievesh2 from list L2 and
returnsh2 to A , if the tuple exists in the list; else,
chooses a newh2 randomly, stores〈ω, h2 〉 in L2 and
returnsh2 to A .

O H3 Oracle Query. When A makes a query to
this oracle with (c, Ri , U , QR, L ) as input,C retrieves
hi

(3)from list L3 and returnshi
(3) to A if the tuple

exists in the list ; else, chooses a new
hi

(3) ∈R Zq
∗ randomly, stores〈 c, Ri , U , QR, L , hi

(3)〉,
in the listL3 and returnshi

(3) to A .

O H4 Oracle Query. When A makes a query to
this oracle with (R,ω,m) as input,C retrievesψ from
list L4 and returnsψ to A if the tuple exists in the list;
else, choosesψ ∈ {0, 1}|M |, stores〈R, ω, m, ψ〉 in L4
and returnsψ to A .

O H5 Oracle Query. When A makes a query to
this oracle with (σ1, R, Qi , L ) as input,C retrievesh
from list L5 and returnsh to A if the tuple exists in
the list; else, choosesr ∈R G1, computesh = r, if
ID i 6= IDγ, and computesh = rPpub if ID i = IDγ. The
tuple〈σ1, R, Qi , L , h〉 is stored in listL5 and returns
h to A .

Extract Query. On getting a request for the private

key of userUi with identity ID i , C aborts if ID i =
IDγ. Else,C retrieves〈Qi , xi〉 from list L1 and returns
Di = aQi = xiaP to A .

O Signcryption Query. A chooses a messagem, a
set of n potential senders and forms an ad-hoc
groupL by fixing a senderIDS and a receiverIDR

and sends them toC . To respond correctly to the
signcryption query on the plaintextmchosen byA , C
does the following:
C proceeds according to the signcryption algo-

rithm whenIDS 6= IDγ. This is possible asC knows
the private keyDS of the senderIDS.
If the sender’s identityIDS = IDγ (i.e. whenC does
not know the private key corresponding toIDS ), C
cooks up a response as explained below:

• Chooses a randomx ∈ Zq
∗, computesU = xP, ω

= ê(xPpub, QR) and setsσ1 = Ek(m).

• For i = 1 to n, i 6= S, choosesRi ∈ G1 and com-
puteshi

(3) = H3 (c, Ri , U , QR, L ).

• For i = S,

– ChoosesxS, hS(3) ∈ Zq
∗.

– ComputesRS = xSP - hS(3)QS -
n
∑

i=1,i6=S

(Ri +

hiQi).
– Adds the tuple〈c, RS, U , QS, L , hS(3)〉 to the

list L3.

(Note. HerehS(3) is not computed byC , instead it
is chosen at random and set as the output for the
random oracle queryhS(3) = H3(c, RS, U , QR, L )
This is possible because the random oracles are
manipulated byC ).

• ComputesS1 = xSPpub andS2 = xH5(σ1, R, QR,
L ).

• ComputesR= ΣRi and queriesσ2 from O H4.

Finally, C outputs the ring signcryptionC = 〈σ1, σ2,
S1, S2, U , R1,...,Rn〉 to A as the signcryption ofm.
The signcryptionC = 〈σ1, σ2, S1, S2, U , R1,...,Rn〉 is
considered as valid byA becauseC passes the verifi-
cation tests as shown below.
From the definition ofRS ,

n
∑

i=1
(Ri+hiQi) = xSP. Thus,

ê(Ppub,
n
∑

i=1
(Ri +hiQi))= ê(aP,xSP)

= ê(P,xSaP)
= ê(P,xSPpub)
= ê(P,V)

OUnsigncryptionQuery. Upon receiving an unsigncryp-
tion query on a ring signcryption
C = 〈σ1, σ2, S1, S2, U, R, R1,..., Rn〉 with IDR as re-
ceiver,C proceeds as follows:
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C proceeds as per the unsigncryption algorithm, when
IDR 6= IDγ. Here,C can directly use the unsigncryp-
tion algorithm because,C knows the private keyDR

of the receiverIDR.
If the receiver identityIDR = IDγ (i.e. WhenC does
not know the private key corresponding toIDR ), C
generates the response as explained below:

1. For i = 1 to n, Computehi = O H3 (c, Ri , U ,

QR, L ) and check whether ˆe(S1, P)
?
= ê(Ppub,

n
∑

i=1
(Ri+hiQi )).

2. If the above equation holds,then for each pair (m,
ω) in the list L4, the challengerC performs the
following:

(a) Computesk′ = OH2(ω).
(b) ComputesR = ΣRi

(c) Retrieves the message asm′ = Ek′(c).

(d) Checks whetherω ?
= ê(S1, QR).

(e) Checks whetherm′ ?
= m and σ ?

= O H4(R, ω′,
m′).

3. The first time when all the above checks passes,C
outputs the correspondingm′ and halts.

4. If every (m, ω) pair fails the check in step(2) then
C outputs “Invalid” and halts.

Challenge Phase. Finally, A chooses two plaintexts
m0, m1 ∈ M , the set of ring members
L = ID i (i = 1 to n), a sender identityIDS ∈ L
and a receiver identityIDR on whichA wants to be
challenged and sends them toC . A should not have
queried the private key corresponding toIDR in the
first phase.C aborts, ifIDR 6= IDγ; else,C chooses a
bit δ ∈R {0,1} and computes the challenge ring sign-
cryptionC of mδ as follows :

• SetsU∗ = cP. HereC is using the valuecP given
in the instance ofCBDHP.

• Chooses{Ri
∗}(i=1 to n), S∗1, S∗2 ∈R G1 and σ1

∗

∈R {0,1}|M|, σ2
∗ ∈R Z

∗
q, and outputsC∗ = 〈 σ∗

1,
σ∗

2, S∗1, S∗2, U∗, R∗, R∗
1, ...,R∗

n〉.

Phase II. On getting the challenge ring signcryption
C∗, A is allowed to interact withC as in the first
phase. But this time,A is not given access to the pri-
vate key ofIDR and is also restricted from querying
the decryption oracle for the ring unsigncryption of
C∗.
Guess. At the end of the Phase II,A returns its

guess. C ignores the answer fromA , picks a ran-
dom tuple (ω, h2) from list L2 and returns the corre-
spondingω as the solution to theCBDHP instance.
Thus, any adversary that has advantage in the real

IND− IBRSC−CCA2 game must necessarily recog-
nize with probabilityε at least that the challenge ci-
phertext provided byC is incorrect. ForA to find that
C∗ is not a valid ciphertext,A should have queried the
O H2 oracle withω = ê(U∗, Dγ). HereDγ is the private
key of the target identity and it isa(Qγ) = abP. AlsoC
has setU∗ = cP. Henceω = ê(U∗, Dγ) = ê(cP,abP) =

ê(P,P)abc. With probability
1

qH2

, the value ofω cho-

sen byC from list L2 will be the solution toCBDHP
instance.

We now considerC ’s probability of success. The
events in whichC aborts theIND− IBRSC−CCA2
game are,

1. E1 - whenA queries the private key of the target

identity IDγ and its probability, Pr[E1] =
qe

qH1

.

2. E2 - whenA does not choose the target identity
IDγ as the receiver during the challenge phase and

its probability, Pr[E2] =

(

1−
1

qH1 −qe

)

.

The probability thatC does not abort theIND −
IBRSC−CCA2 game is given by

(Pr[¬E1∧¬E2]) =

(

1−
qe

qH1

)(

1
qH1 −qe

)

=
1

qH1

.

The probability that, theω chosen randomly fromL2

by C , being the solution toCBDHP is

(

1
qH2

)

.

Therefore, the probability ofC solving CBDHP
is given by, Pr[C(P,aP,bP,cP)= ê(P,P)abc] =

ε
(

1
qH1qH2

)

.

Sinceε is non-negligible, the probability ofC solving
CBDHP is also non-negligible.

Theorem 2 (Unforgeability). If an
EUF − IBRSC− CMA forger A exists against
IBRSC scheme, then there exist an algorithmC that

solves the CDHP with advantageε
1

qH1

.

Proof. The challengerC is challenged to solve an
instance of theCDHP. C interacts with adversary
A which is capable of breaking theEUF− IBRSC−
CMA security of the new scheme, to solve theCDHP
instance. On receiving the instance(P,aP,bP) of
theCDHP as input,C begins the interaction withA
to compute the valueabP. C simulates the system
with the various oraclesO H1, O H2, O H3, O H4, O H5,
O Signcryption,OUnsigncryptionand allowsA to adaptively
ask polynomially bounded number of queries to these
oracles.
Setup Phase. C simulates the system by setting up

the system parameters in the following way.
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• C chooses the groupsG1 andG2 and the generator
P ε G1 as given inCDHP instance.

• Sets the master public keyPpub = aP, hereC does
not knowa. C is using theaP value given in the
instance of theCDHP.

• Models the five hash functions as random oracles
O H1, O H2, O H3, O H4 andO H5.

• Selects a bilinear pairing ˆe : G1 × G1 → G2 .

• DeliversG1, G2, ê, P, Ppub to A .

Training Phase. A adaptively performs polynomially
bounded number of queries to the various oracles in
this phase. The queries may be Hash Queries, Ex-
tract Queries,O SigncryptionQueries andOUnsigncryption
Queries, which are handled byC .

All Hash oracle queries are same as that in the
confidentiality game discussed above.
Forgery. Finally, A produces a forged signcryption
C∗ = 〈σ1

∗, σ2
∗, S1

∗, S2
∗, U∗, R1

∗, ...,Rn
∗〉 on the mes-

sagem∗ (i.e.C∗ was not produced by the Signcryption
Oracle as an output for the ring signcryption query on
the messagem with an ad-hoc set of usersU ∗ and the
receiverIDR),where the private keys of the users who
are in the groupU ∗ were not queried in the training
phase.C aborts ifU ∗ do not contain the target iden-
tity. Else,C can very well unsigncrypt and verify the
validity of the forged ring signcryptionC∗ (as done in
unsigncrypt oracle).

Using forking lemma, we obtain two valid ring
signcryptionsC∗ = 〈σ1

∗, σ2
∗, S1

∗, S2
∗, U∗, R∗,

R1
∗,...,Rn

∗〉 and C
′

= 〈σ1
′
, σ2

′
, S1

′
, S2

′
, U∗, R∗,

R1
∗,...,Rn

∗〉. On getting two valid ring signcryptions
onm∗, C will be able to retrieveDS = abPas follows:

• HereS1
′

= (xS + hS
′
)DS andS1

∗ = (xS + hS∗)DS

(since they have the same randomness)

• Thus,S1
′
- S1

∗ = (hS
′
- hS∗)DS

SinceC knows the hash valueshS
′

and hS∗, C can
computeDS = (S1

′
- S1

∗)(hS
′
- hS* )−1. This means,C

can computeabPbecauseDS = abP. In other words,
C is capable of solvingCDHP, which is not possi-
ble. Hence,IBRSCis secure againstEUF− IBRSC−
CMA.

Theorem 3 (Anonymity). The IBRSC scheme is fully
anonymous.

The proof is based on the approach used in (Chow
et al., 2005).

Since
⋃

i6=S {Ri} and x′
S

is randomly generated,⋃n
i=1 {Ri} values are uniformly distributed. All other

components ofC exceptS1 does not contain any iden-
tity information bound to them. So we need to check
only whetherS1 = (xS + hS)DS leaks information
about the actual signer. We haveS1 - hSDS = xSDS.

Anyone can compute the value ofxSQS by xSQS =

RS +
n
∑

i=1,i6=S

(Ri + hiQi ). As bilinearity can relatexSDS

andxSQS, by checking whether ˆe(xSDS , P) = ê(xSQS,
Ppub), it may be possible to see ifID j is the actual
signcrypter by checking whether the following equal-
ity holds:

ê(Rj + ∑
i6= j

(Ri + hiQi), Ppub)
?
= ê(S1, P)/ê(h jQ j ,

Ppub).
But this method is of no use, as the above equality

holds∀ j values. i.e. the signature is symmetric. The
above equality is just the same as the equality to be
checked in the verification algorithm.

ê(Rj + ∑
i6= j

(Ri + hiQi ), Ppub)

= ê( ∑
i6=S

Ri +RS+ ∑
i6= j

hiQi , Ppub)

= ê( ∑
i6=S

Ri +xSQS− ∑
i6=S

{Ri +hiQi}+ ∑
i6= j

hiQi , Ppub)

= ê(xSQS− ∑
i6=S

{hiQi}+ ∑
i6= j

hiQi , Ppub)

= ê(xSQS+hSQS−h jQ j , sP)
= ê(xSDS+hSDS−h jD j , P)
= ê(S1−h j D j , P)
= ê(S1, P)/ê(h jD j , P)
= ê(S1, P)/ê(h jQ j , Ppub)

So, we can conclude that even an adversary with un-
bounded computing power has no advantage in iden-
tifying the actual signcrypter over random guessing.

7 CONCLUSIONS

As a concluding remark we summarize the work in
this paper. In this paper we showed the security weak-
ness of an identity based ring signcryption scheme in
the literature. We showed that (Zhang et al., 2009b)
does not provide security against adaptive chosen ci-
phertext attacks (CCA2), existential unforgeability at-
tacks and anonymity attacks. We proposed a new
identity based ring signcryption scheme as an exten-
sion to (Selvi et al., 2009) for which we proved the
security against chosen ciphertext attack and existen-
tial unforgeability in the random oracle model. We
also proved anonymity property of our scheme. Fu-
ture research direction includes designing an identity
based ring signcryption scheme with constant cipher-
text length. We provide the comparison of our Iden-
tity Based Ring Signcryption Scheme with the exist-
ing secure schemes in the following tables.
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Table 1: Efficiency comparison - Signcryption.

Scheme Signcryption
SPM BP G2M PA

A∗ 2n+2 n+2 1 2n
B n+2 1 − 2n−2
C n+3 1 − 2n−2

Table 2: Efficiency comparison - Unsigncryption.

Scheme Unsigncryption
SPM BP G2M PA

A∗ n 3 n+1 n
B n 3 − 2n−1
C n 5 − 2n−1

Table 3: Ciphertext size and public verifiability.

Scheme Ciphertext Size PV
A 2|M |+(n+1)|G1|+n|Z∗

q| No
B 2|M |+(n+2)|G1| No
C 2|M |+(n+4)|G1| Yes

A-Huang et al.(Huang et al., 2005),B- Sharmi et al.(Selvi et al., 2009),C-

IBRSC,PV- Public Verifiability,SPM- Scalar Point Multiplication,BP -

Bilinear Pairing,G2M - Multiplication of twoG2 elements andPA - Point

Addition.

* This scheme cannot be considered as a provably secure schemeas the

proof given for the model is incorrect.
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